A growing statistical learning literature suggests that listeners extract statistical information from the linguistic environment. However, distributional frequency may be insufficient for important but relatively low-frequency cues. Acquisition of linguistic knowledge may rely not merely on co-occurrences but on predictive relationships between cues and their outcomes. The present study investigates effects of predictive temporal cue structure on acquisition of a non-native acoustic cue dimension.
Introduction
Given the substantial variability in the organisation of acoustic cues across the world's languages, how are speech cues acquired? As adults we have become native speakers of whichever language(s) were in our environment as infants and children. First language learners eventually learn to accurately discriminate acoustic information to a very fine level of detail when those acoustic cues are discriminative in their native language. Yet when we begin learning a new language in adulthood, we do not usually obtain the same level as native speakers.
Over the past two decades, substantial evidence has accumulated that listeners are highly sensitive to the statistical distribution of acoustic cues in the speech signal. Experiments have shown that categorisation behaviour as well as online processing measures are affected by the number of Gaussian peaks (unimodal vs. bimodal), the distance between peaks and the statistical variance of input distributions [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] . However, there is also substantial evidence that listeners' knowledge does not completely correspond with the information available in the distributional statistics of the language.
This year is the 30 th anniversary of Rescorla's (1998) review [7] of Pavlovian conditioning. The review was essentially a plea to the Psychological community to read, rethink and revise their assumptions about learning, along with a summary of some of the basic principles of associative learning. While a number of studies have investigated language acquisition and processing [8, 9, 10, 11 ] from a learning theory perspective [12] , the field of linguistics in general and speech comprehension and acquisition in particular do not on the whole seem to have fully incorporated the insights from learning theory.
One of the aspects emphasised in [7] was the role of prediction in learning. Decades of research on animal learning demonstrate that learning does not simply derive from co-occurence of events. Rescorla considered conditioning to be a process of learning by exposure to the relations between events in the environment. Because this learning was the primary means by which organisms learned how to represent the world, this meant that conditioning was necessarily rich and complex, both in terms of the relations represented and in terms of its effects on behaviour -a far cry from a simple reflex response as Pavlovian conditioning was often characterised to be [7] . Importantly, theories of how organisms encode the relations between events in the world emphasise a necessary discrepancy between the actual state of the world and the representation of that state [13, 14, 15, 16, 12, 17] . This last point is often overlooked or downplayed in discussions of statistical learning.
The way that current perceptual information is perceived depends on previous experience. Kamin [18] demonstrated that if an already-learned cue does the job of discriminating between important outcomes, then an additional cue that provides the same information is not learned. That is, despite consistent cooccurrence between the second cue and its outcome, learning of the cue is 'blocked' by the previously learned cue, because there is no uncertainty left to drive learning [7] . Thus, learning can be thought of not simply as an association between co-occurring events, but as a competitive process to optimise discrimination in future events. In a sense, cues compete with each other for the job of reducing uncertainty in the environment. When there is no longer uncertainty, there is no longer any opportunity for learning. Rescorla [7] argues that explaining conditioning in these terms, rather than as a reflex, has consequences for all three of what he considers to be the primary issues in the study of learning: the circumstances that produce Pavlovian conditioning, the content of the learning and the effects on behaviour.
This raises the question of what circumstances, if any, can facilitate learning of previously blocked cues. This is the question an adult learner faces when they begin to learn a new language. The learner needs to reverse the process of blocking that has occurred previously when they learned to ignore cues that were uninformative in the native language.
In a recent study, Ramscar and colleagues [11] investigated the role of the predictive temporal structure of cues and outcomes in the acquisition of object categories. The study showed that when learning labels for visual categories ('species of alien'), participants' ability to correctly identify the labels for each category depended not on the statistical structure, which was the same for all groups, but on the predictive structure of the learning events. In particular, it depended on the temporal order of cues and outcomes. A salient visual cue (the body) corresponded with a particular label 75% of the time, but with a different label the other 25% of the time. So, participants had to learn not to rely on this cue. In order to select the correct label, participants had to learn a complex set of more subtle cues. The critical manipulation was the order in which participants saw the stimuli within the trial. Either the category labels ('This is a wug') preceded the complex visual cues of the objects or, vice versa, the objects preceded the labels ('That was a wug').
Results showed that participants in the two conditions did equally well with the high frequency items. However, participants in the discriminative order were significantly more accurate at identifying the low-frequency items. When the visual cues were presented first (discriminative order), participants could generate predictions about the label to follow. If the expected label did not appear, they could adjust their expections (i.e. association weights between cue and outcome) for the following trials. Thus, cues competed for relevance: the nondiscriminative cue (object body) was downweighted and the set of discriminative cues were strengthened. However, if the label preceded the object (non-discriminative order), there was no opportunity for cue-competition, resulting in conditional probability learning. Responses were based largely on the salient non-discriminative feature (the object body) that occurred most often with the outcome.
The above results demonstrate that, at least in acquisition of visual semantic categories, learning depends on the predictive structure of learning events. But words can serve as both cues and outcomes of an event. In [11] , the label served as the outcome and was considered a non-divisable, featureless chunk and the features of the objects were visually complex and served as cues. However, like the features that make up object categories, spoken language also contains an incredibly rich set of acoustic cues. The cue complexity of spoken language may allow for cue competition and error-driven learning in the same way as has been shown for visual cue competition. The present study investigated whether the temporal predictive structure of learning events also affects acquisition of a non-native speech cue.
The present study
The present study investigated the effects of predictive order on learning of a non-native acoustic cue dimension, namely English speakers' acquisition of lexical tone. Lexical tone is often a challenge to native English beginner learners of tone languages, since pitch is not used to discriminate between lexical items in English. Cues were spoken Southern Min Chinese words and outcomes were coloured shapes. During training, participants either heard the spoken word cues first, followed by the visual object outcomes (discriminative order) or they saw the visual outcomes followed by the cues (non-discriminative order). There were high-(75%) and low-frequency (25%) items. In the test, participants had to select which of three spoken words matched a visual object. Given the results of [11] , it was expected that low-frequency items would be learned better in the discriminative order. Specifically, it was expected that in the non-discriminative order, learning performance would rely on co-occurrence statistics.
Method 2.1. Participants
Participants were 196 native English speakers in the US recruited online via Amazon Mechanical Turk. The experiment took approximately 20-30 minutes and participants were paid a small sum for their participation.
Stimuli
Visual stimuli (outcomes) were images of three coloured shapes (a red circle, a yellow triangle and a blue square). Auditory stimuli (cues) were single-character words produced by a native speaker of Taiwan Southern Min Chinese. Stimuli consisted of three different base syllables ('tshe', 'o' and 'phe') and six different lexical tones. Each base syllable (e.g. 'phe') was produced with two different tones (e.g. 'phe rising' and 'phe falling'), resulting in six different tonal syllables. Two different tokens of each syllable were used, to create some acoustic variability in the stimuli.
Experiment design
Three of the tones occurred with high frequency (75% of training trials) and the other three with low-frequency (25% of training trials). Importantly, the base syllable did not always correctly predict the target image. The base syllable (e.g. 'phe') that corresponded to a given image in the high frequency stimuli (e.g. 'phe rising'; red circle) corresponded to a different image in the low frequency stimuli (e.g. 'phe falling'; blue square). This meant that in order to correctly identify the low-frequency stimuli, participants needed to ignore the more salient cue, the base syllable, and select the image based on its tone.
Procedure
The experiment consisted of a training phase and a test phase. During the training phase, participants either heard a spoken word followed by an image on screen (discriminative condition) or saw an image on screen followed by a spoken word (nondiscriminative condition). Participants simply clicked on the image to continue to the next trial.
In the test phase, on each trial, one image appeared on the screen with three buttons beneath. In the test (unlike the training phase), the number of high-and low-frequency items was equal. Three auditory stimuli were played in random sequence. The stimuli were either the three high-frequency or the three lowfrequency stimuli. Each of the three corresponding buttons was highlighted in sequence as each auditory stimulus played. The task was to click on a button to select the auditory stimulus that corresponded to the image.
Participants completed a brief questionnaire about age, gender and language background prior to the experiment and experience of the game afterwards.
Analysis and results
The proportion of clicks on the correct target word and the competitor (i.e. the item for which the base syllable corresponded to the image but the tone did not) are shown in Figure 1 for each condition for the high-frequency (left panel) and low-frequency stimuli (right panel). Each panel shows the non-discriminative order (left bars) and the discriminative order (right bars). For the high-frequency stimuli, the correct target word was selected with very high accuracy in both conditions. For the low- frequency stimuli, the target appears to be selected more often in the discriminative order and the competitor appears to be selected more often in the non-discriminative order. A generalised linear mixed effects (glmer) model was used to test whether the observed differences in accuracy were significant. The model tested the effect of the order of the cue and outcome on the likelihood of participants selecting the target versus competitor items. The model included a two-level factor of condition (discriminative vs. non-discriminative order), a two-level factor of item frequency during training (high-vs. low-frequency) and the two-way interaction, each of which significantly improved model fit. Random intercepts for item and the interaction between participant and frequency were included to account for differences between items, participants and the effect of frequency on participants. Random slopes were not supported. Based on the Ramscar et al. study [11] , differences between conditions were expected only in the low-frequency items.
The model summary is shown in Table 1 . The dependent variable was the selection decision: competitor (coded as 0) versus target (coded as 1). The discriminative condition for the low-frequency items is on the intercept. There was a significant interaction between condition and frequency. Most importantly, for the low-frequency items, there were significantly fewer target responses in the non-discriminative condition, compared to the discriminative condition. There were more target responses for high-frequency items than low-frequency items, but this did not differ between conditions. 
Discussion
The present study investigated the role of predictive cue structure in learning of non-native speech cues. Participants were presented with visual colour-shape categories and corresponding spoken Southern Min Chinese words. There were two groups of spoken word cues: those that occurred with highfrequency (75%) and those that occurred with low-frequency (25%) during the training. Each base syllable occurred in the high-frequency group with a particular tone and corresponding to a particular shape, and also in the low-frequency group with a different tone and, importantly, corresponding to a different shape. Therefore, in order to correctly identify the speech token associated with a particular shape, participants had to ignore the more salient cue of the base syllable and instead make their selection based on the tone.
The critical manipulation was the order of presentation of the cues (spoken words) and outcomes (visual images). The content of the trials was identical between conditions. Results showed that for the low-frequency items, the target spoken word was correctly selected significantly more often when participants were trained with the discriminative order, namely spoken cues before visual outcomes, compared to the nondiscriminative order, when the objects preceded the spoken cues. These results demonstrate that in non-native acoustic cue acquisition, simple pairing of objects with their spoken items is not sufficient for effective learning of novel speech cues. Instead, the cue weighting of previously downweighted cue dimensions can be increased with discriminative learning through cue competition.
It is important to note that in both the discriminative and the non-discriminative order, the same information was available. In both cases, a single object was paired with a single word on each trial. In both cases, there was a pause between the two stimulus items, so there was the opportunity to generate a prediction about which stimulus item would follow. In both cases, feedback from prediction error was available when the later stimulus was presented. The difference was that in the discriminative order the candidate cues (e.g. syllable and tone) competed in the process of discriminating between the possible object outcomes. When expectations based on the syllable failed to accurately predict the object outcome, the association between syllable and outcome was downweighted; simultaneously the relative weight of the tone cue increased.
In contrast, in the non-discriminative order, when expectations based on the coloured shape failed to accurately predict the spoken word, the association between the object and word was downweighted; however, critically, there was no relative increase in the weight of other cues. In terms of visual cues, there were no other relevant cues that had potential to increase weight in predicting the word outcomes. In terms of acoustic cues, because the object outcome was already known by the time the word was presented, there was no opportunity to generate predictions based on the acoustic cues, so there was no acoustic cue competition. Therefore, the selection decisions during test were based mainly on the non-discriminative base syllable cue.
The present study of auditory word discrimination replicates the results of a previous study in the visual domain [11] . The results show that associative learning of speech cues does not simply involve pairing of stimuli. This is consistent with Rescorla's characterisation of learning as a process of making predictions about important outcomes and consequently adjusting expectations about how cues predict events [7] and furthermore that this is a discriminative process involving cue competition [11, 19] . In a typical learning event, multiple cues are available in the environment and compete for relevance for predicting important outcomes. When the temporal order of learning events presents cues prior to outcomes, it is possible to generate predictions based on all competing cues and to adjust expectations regarding future events accordingly as a function of prediction error. When a learning event presents the outcome before the cues, there is no opportunity for the cues to compete. This results in learning of co-occurrence statistics [11] . In the present study, this reliance on co-occurrence statistics led participants in the non-discriminative condition to most often select the word containing the salient but non-discriminative cue -the syllable -that most often occurred with the outcome.
In first language (L1) acquisition, acoustic discrimination is emergent. The ability to use bottom-up acoustic cues to predict speech outcomes is less developed when vocabulary size is small; then, as vocabulary size grows and the number of things to be discriminated increases, precision also increases [20] . However, in L2 acquisition, expert knowledge about one's L1 can hinder learning of relevant cues for a new language [21] .
In the present study, the cue complexity of the objects and speech stimuli were controlled such that the speech cues were complex and the visual cues were not. However, in the real world, (visual) objects and speech can both occur as both cues and as outcomes. Discrimination of semantic outcomes (e.g. a child learning that a teddy bear is not called a doll) occurs concurrently with discrimination of speech sounds. When an infant sees a bear, predicts the word 'doll' and then subsequently hears the word 'bear', the event facilitates learning to discriminate bears from dolls. When the infant hears the word 'bear' and then their gaze is directed to a teddy bear object, this helps with learning the speech cues that predict this outcome. If the child had expected a pear, the error would lower the association weight between particular acoustic cues (e.g. short voice onset time) with the fruit outcome. Both orders will be highly prevalent in a child's input, allowing them to concurrently learn to discriminate things in the world and acoustic speech cues.
In second language acquisition, the semantic knowledge that speakers have already acquired in their first language is often -although not always -useful for acquiring the new language. Having learned to discriminate dolls from bears in one language, the learner expects two labels. Having learned the concept of 'yesterday' in the first language, the learner expects a label for this concept in the second [8] . To the extent that such concepts overlap between the two languages, this expectation increases efficiency of acquiring the words 'bear', 'doll' and 'yesterday' in the new language. 1 However, in spoken language, expectations based on the sounds of the native language can hinder comprehension and production of speech sounds [21] . Exposure (especially repeated exposure) to cues that are not discriminative in the given learning events will tend to hinder later acquisition of those cues [8] . Acquisition of English involves learning that regardless of the height or direction of the pitch trajectory over a word, the word will have the same meaning. A chair remains a chair, whether it occurs with high, low, rising or falling pitch. 2 English speakers learn to ignore pitch as a lexical cue. The present results suggest that in order to reverse this loss of discrimination, it is advantageous to present the auditory stimulus as cue rather than as outcome.
The present results have interesting consequences for statistical learning studies. In these studies, linguistic input is generally conceptualised as belonging to a static input distribution. Because experience with a cue in a given learning event affects perception of the same cue in subsequent learning events, in order to capture the learning process, learning studies should take into account that the order in which particular stimuli are encountered can have consequences for their discriminative value. Therefore, rather than being sampled from a static distribution of stimuli, perceptual input in the real world evolves through cue competition and discriminative learning.
Conclusions
Acquisition of a native language leads to downweighting or loss of discrimination of cues that may be important for learning a second language. The present results show that to reverse this loss of discrimination, listeners can adjust previously learned cue weighting through cue competition. Therefore, in speech acquisition, it is advantageous to present the auditory stimulus as cue rather than as outcome.
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